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Interview:
AEXALEVI Forum goes international.

Scott Thornbury

S

cott Thornbury is a name associated with evolving conceptions about
English Language Teaching. To understand this statement, we suggest that
you read at least two out of many well-known books by Thornbury:

“Uncovering Grammar” (2005) and “Teaching Unplugged” (2009), where you will find
yourself rethinking grammar and reconsidering the value of teaching learners in the
midst of materials and resources overflooding the field of English Language Teaching.
We are delighted to publish this interview to a major role model for English Language
educators in Argentina and in the rest of the world, co-founder of the teaching
movement Dogme.

AEXALEVI Forum

extraordinarily

successful

Headway

What is Dogme and how did it start?

series(1986). I had “grown up” as a
language teacher in the mid to late
seventies

and

experienced

the

transition from a very form-focused,

Scott Thornbury

regimented kind of teaching (the tail
Dogme grew out of a frustration with
the way the so-called communicative
approach

seemed

to

have

been

betrayed and hi-jacked by globalised

end of the audiolingual method) to the
(at

the

time)

communicative

totally

revolution,

liberating
with

its

emphasis on authenticity, meaning,

ELT publishing initiatives, such as the
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interaction, and so on. As the director of

somehow it captured a feeling that was

studies in a large school in Cairo, in the

simmering at the time.

late 1970s, I tried to implement these
principles.

This, combined with my

reading of Stevick, and the influence of
Krashen (particularly the notion of

AEXALEVI Forum

“comprehensible input”) impelled me in

In your opinion, what do teachers

the direction of a view of teaching that

need to get unplugged from mostly

sought to provide optimal conditions for

in the ELT classroom?

“acquisition”, that is a language-rich,
meaning-driven, learning environment –
not one driven purely by a grammar

Scott Thornbury

syllabus and a “focus on forms”. So
when, as a teacher trainer on the
Diploma programme that I helped set
up at International House, Barcelona, in
1986, I saw how NON-communicative
the “Headway classroom” had become,
I - and my colleague Neil Forrest – set
about trying to “de-toxify” language
teaching, and to restore the “big C”
communicative approach. One of the
blocks

to

teaching

effective

communicative

seemed to

be

an over-

I think that the most liberating moment
in my own teaching career was when I
discovered that both teaching and
learning took on a new life once
lessons

were

uncoupled

from

the

coursebook grammar, and focused,
instead, on the learners’ own needs
and

interests.

Unplugging

one’s

teaching from a slavish fixation on
coursebook grammar is what Dogme is
about, more than anything else.

dependence on materials and aids, and
so we tried to encourage our trainees to

AEXALEVI Forum

“make more out of less” and to cultivate

You make a distinction between

a learning context that foregrounded

grammar as product and grammar as

what

the

process and growth, which you call

classroom. (This also reflected my own

grammaring (Thornbury, 2005). Do

experience teaching in Egypt, where

you think grammaring can take place

materials were extremely limited, at

in foreign language contexts where

least initially, and where I learned to be

students are not exposed to the

very resourceful). The analogy I drew

target language in the same way that

between

they

the

collective,

learners

the
and

bring

“Dogme
our

to

1995”

own

film

teaching

are

in

second

language

contexts?

training agenda, was accidental, but
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AEXALEVI Forum
What are your current projects? Are

Scott Thornbury

we going to see you in Argentina in

I think a process approach to learning

the near future?

grammar is possible wherever there is
a primary focus on meaning and
communication,

and

that

this

can

Scott Thornbury

happen in classrooms as well as
outside them. Moreover, the access
that learners now have to real language
use via the internet and popular culture
means that the border between the
classroom and the ‘real’ world is a
much more permeable one than it used
to be.

Well,

by

a

curious

and

rather

serendipitous process (which I won’t
bore you with here), I’ve become
hugely interested in what is generally
known as ‘embodied cognition’, the
idea that our thinking (including our
knowledge and use of language) is not
only structured by our sense of our own

AEXALEVI Forum

physicality, but is realized both in our

Your work, particularly in relation to

minds and in, by, and through our

the

and

bodies. That’s what it means to say that

teaching unplugged, shows you as a

cognition is embodied. An obvious

pioneer in paradigm shift. Is that

instance of this is our use of gesture,

how you see yourself?

and interesting research has been done

teaching

of

grammar

on how movement facilitates learning,
Scott Thornbury

on how we use gesture and body
language to align ourselves with our

Not at all! I see myself as a mediator

interlocutors, and on how teachers and

between the true innovators (whose

learners inhabit a shared gestural

research informs my own thinking) and

space. As I wrote in a recent article

classroom practitioners, with whom I

(part of a collection of papers in honour

work closely. If what I say strikes

of Earl Stevick), all this would seem to

people as new, it’s only because I have

vindicate classroom activities such as

re-packaged someone else’s ideas in

TPR, drama, and action games, and

ways that make them more immediately

suggests that as teachers we might do

relevant and accessible.

well to become more conscious of how
we can construct learning opportunities
through

gesture,

movement

and

proxemics.
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As for Argentina, I would love to come
back. It’s been far too long. But there is
nothing

planned

in

the

References:

immediate
Meddings, L. & Thornbury, S. (2009). Teaching

future, I’m afraid.

Unplugged.

Dogme

in

English

Language

Teaching. England: Delta Publishing.

AEXALEVI Forum
We would like to thank you on behalf
of

Asociación

Ex

alumnos

Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas.

del
Thornbury, S. (2005). Uncovering Grammar.
Great Britain: Macmillan.

Please follow this link to learn more about Scott Thornbury and his work.

http://www.scottthornbury.com/
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How to Plan
Pronunciation Work that
Actually Works II
Prof. Gisela Frenquelli
Here is the second of a series of articles about pronunciation in the classroom
by Prof. Gisela Frenquelli.

Gisela is a graduate teacher from I.E.S. Lenguas Vivas “J.R. Fernández”.
She has specialized in Phonetics also at Lenguas Vivas. She has vast
experience as a teacher in a variety of contexts. She has lectured and
written about the Pedagogy of Phonetics.

L

et us continue the discussion we started in the last issue about how to make
pronunciation work in our lessons. One technique that I find particularly useful is
“Shadowing” – a versatile tool which you can use with learners of different

levels and age groups.

SHADOWING – Bring
the lab into your
lessons!

course, is to keep up with the speaker.

This is a great tool to give your learners

you get better. And there is a sense of

pronunciation practice without even

achievement.

So there is a goal. It is graded, which
means that you can try shadowing
longer and more difficult phrases as

teaching any pronunciation at all. The
technique is really simple and equally
effective: while listening to recorded
speech, you repeat exactly what you

There are four levels of shadowing:
1) Silent mode (shadowing is done
internally – in the listener’s mind).

hear, immediately upon hearing it. It is
challenging and it is fun – in many ways
similar to a game. The challenge, of

2) With lip movement (there is lip
movement but still no sound).
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3) Whispering (shadowing in a very low

First, ask your learners to listen to the

voice).

recording two or three times for general
meaning

4) Out loud (shadowing with normal
speaking volume).

–

reading

the

text

if

necessary. You can ask them to
shadow silently at this stage. Then they

The key to effective shadowing is to

will

listen

listen first and then say what you hear.

speaker’s words as best as they can. If

The learner learns through listening and

they get lost, they should wait for a

not by reading or memorizing the

couple of seconds and then resume the

transcript.

task.

After

again,

the

shadowing

first

the

attempt

at

shadowing, they can look at the
By using this technique often you can
greatly improve your learners’ listening
and speaking skills. But there is more to
it than merely tracing words. This is
because part of the challenge is to be
able to catch and copy the emotion and
tone of the speaker and use the same
style, rhythm and speed they use. So,
for example, it is a great way of
approaching the practice of functional
language, which is often presented as
dialogues in students’ coursebooks.

transcript carefully and underline the
areas that were difficult. These may
involve pronunciation features such as
consonantal clusters, linking of sounds,
or syllable reductions just to mention a
few. You can discuss them as a whole
class and explain or clarify as you think
appropriate.

Give

learners

more

chances to shadow without looking at
the transcript. They should rely on their
ears rather than the transcript. When
they feel more confident, you can invite

How to make shadowing a regular

pairs (or as many students as the

practice in your lessons?

number

of

speakers

involved)

to

perform in front of the class. As
You can explain to your learners that
shadowing is like doing playback, only
with a slight delay. This type of

learners try to really “get into it”, they
can add some gesture and facial
expressions as well.

shadowing corresponds to the second
type alone, of course, but they will get

Paradoxically, it is very likely that

the idea. You can shadow any sort of

learners will see improvements in other

listening

students’

areas as a positive side effect of

coursebooks and from the course

practising shadowing regularly. This is

reader (if the audio CD or DVD is

because the benefits of repetition and

available).

systematization will

texts

from

the

probably trickle
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down

onto

other

areas

such

as

grammar and vocabulary.

activities to accompany the videos.
However, the videos can prove useful
for the purpose of shadowing and to

Besides using shadowing in the class
you can encourage your learners to do
extra practice at home by suggesting
motivating audio-visual activities, which
you may also want to include in your
lessons from time to time.
following are

some

The

of the online

resources that I like best:

give students speaking practice They
are

mostly

for

intermediate

level

students. But here is an example of an
audio interview for elementary students:
http://www.elllo.org/english/0901/T928Naomi-FreeTime.htm
English Listening – Explore, listen,

English Attack! – Video Boosters.
The activities are based on videos from
films, music, TV series and the news.
This is really a great resource for
teenagers and young adults to use on
their own since the comprehension
activities will take them through the
paces. Shadowing will naturally follow.
A free subscription will entitle the
subscriber to a new video booster every
week. http://es.english-attack.com/

understand – Subscription is required
for this site. The site offers listening
passages

at

different

levels

of

competence and by speakers with
different accents. You can test your
English when you finish.
https://www.englishlistening.com/

Further online
resources
You can use online resources either to

Storynory – Free audio stories for
kids. This webpage offers varied and
really appealing content, which includes
classic

stories

and

original

ones;

instruct yourself on how to teach a
certain pronunciation rule or in class
directly with your students. Nowadays
there is a proliferation of ready-to-use

fairytales, educational lessons; and

online

shorter materials such

nursery

podcasts and lessons, which are at the

rhymes, catch phrases, and twisters.

same time useful, educational and very

http://www.storynory.com/

visually appealing, but above all time-

Elllo – English Listening Lessons.

saving. I cannot think of a reason why

These are short (2-3 min.) listening

we should not take advantage of these

texts which include interviews and

materials as long as they are reliable

mixers (different speakers talking about

and of high quality.

one

topic).

comprehension

as

There
tasks

are
or

materials,

including

video

no

language
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Here are some suggestions:

video and comment as appropriate
(http://www.elementalenglish.com/intro

British Council Learn English Kids –
Speak and Spell / Sounds. You can
help young learners to improve their
English

pronunciation

through

fun

action songs and games. The phonic
games are based on the UK literacy
programme

“Letters

and

Sounds”.

Excellent!

duction-to-intonation-englishpronunciation-lesson/); you can check
comprehension by following up with a
game or another activity for controlled
practice; and then you go back to the
dialogues and ask students to perform
them again, making any necessary
adjustments.

http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org
/en/speak-and-spell

Video training sessions are a good idea
not only to boost teacher confidence

ElementalEnglish.com – a free online
resource for English language lessons
with a focus on practical conversation
and pronunciation (American English).
http://www.elementalenglish.com/

but also to use strategically as part of
the classroom’s dynamics, for example,
to change the pace of the lesson,
engage learners’ attention, or just for
the sake of variety.

Imagine for a moment the following
scenario: you are teaching a language
function such as shopping for clothes or
reacting to good news. Your learners
are writing and role-playing their own
dialogues in class and you want them

As you can see from the range of ideas
that we discussed in the previous issue
and in this one, there are lots of things
that can be done inside and outside the
classroom.

Don´t

you

think

pronunciation work is worth a try?

to use the right intonation patterns
because you know that it is not only
grammar and vocabulary that students
need to get right to communicate

Thank you, Gisela!

effectively but that they use musical
patterns to convey meaning as well. In
this case, you may want to resort to a
video lesson to do the presentation job
for you.
So

your

learners

work

on

their

dialogues as they will; then you play the
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Once Upon a Time…
in Kindergarten
Agustina Borré

Agustina is an advanced student at Teacher Training College I.E.S.
Lenguas Vivas “Juan Ramón Fernández”. She has been a primary and
kindergarten teacher since 2008 and has explored different techniques in
English language teaching and learning. She has taken courses and
specialised in methodology, storytelling and drama techniques in the
classroom. She is currently taking courses on the use of technology in both
primary school and kindergarten.

W

hen I decided to work as a kindergarten teacher in 2011, I did not have a
clue of what to expect. Kindergarten was far from being my comfort zone. I
had worked as a teacher before and I had had a terrific experience in

primary. I started working as a teacher without knowing I wanted to become one.
During those days then, my work was full of passion but it lacked a sense of direction.
Then suddenly one day… (Yes, just as it happens in fairy tales), I decided to study at
Lenguas Vivas and everything changed without a doubt. My experience as a kinder 5
teacher was one of the most wonderful parts of this new period in my life, so much so
that I continued working as a co-teacher in k-2, 3, 4 and 5. Thus, I have been able to
collect many ideas and resources to share with teachers who, like me during those
days, sometimes feel they do not know what to do.

Let us begin with some key words.

One of the very first things I had to

Routines, storytelling, drama and

learn when I started teaching in kinder

technology.

some

was that children at this stage need to

commonground fears about teaching

follow a routine. This was by no means

little children.

my cup of tea… On the one hand I love

And

with
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improvisation and hate routines; on the

kinder and so in most of the cases

other hand, improvisation had always

teachers do not use their English much.

been my weapon of choice –I had

However, it is fundamental for children

never had any other. Thus, this was a

to be exposed to English as much as

real new world for me. With the time I

possible to enhance their learning.

discovered that systematic work at the

Storytelling is an excellent resource to

beginning of the class or the so called

invite children to an English speaking

“routine” actually paves the way for a

environment where they will not only

class to run smoothly. First of all, as

learn the language, but also develop

routines

their imagination and creativity.

are established and then

repeated everybody knows what to
expect.

This

creates

a

safe

environment for children to use the

“Aren’t children

language

drama techniques? Won’t they feel

more

exchanges.

freely

Moreover,

in
it

later

sets

up

very young for

overexposed…?”

working parameters which are essential
at this stage. Believe it or not, children
do not get bored but enthused since
they eventually become very skilful in
this part of the class. Kinder 5 routine
included

a

Weatherman”,

“Hello
“Days

Song!”,
of

“Mr.

the Week

Song”, a game generally including
vocabulary (clothes, numbers, body
parts, the alphabet, etc.) and a song to
introduce the special activity of the day,
which was always of course part of a

Contrary to what most people may
believe, drama techniques not only
boost children’s learning but also help
them build their self-esteem in a safe
environment. A good way of introducing
drama techniques, however, is going
little by little. The world of drama offers
many different activities involving the
use of the whole body for children to
perform individually or in groups. It is
therefore a great opportunity for them to
detach from their everyday identity and

bigger project!

embody a different character in a more
or less structured way. Moreover, it
“Isn’t storytelling a bit too much for
young

learners?

They

won’t

definitely

builds

motivation

in

kinaesthetic learners.

understand most of the words…”
A very frequent fear among teachers is

“I’m so bad with technology and

that children “will not understand”. This

apps… plus I never have time!”

fear doubles its size when you are in
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It is nowadays very difficult to avoid
using technology in the classroom, not
only

because

schools

encourage

teachers to use it, but also because
technology and applications are the
ways

of

learning

generations.
ignore

this.

of

Teachers
In

the

the

new

should

not

kindergarten

classroom technology and apps are a
means

of

learning

in

themselves

because of the vast amount of content
you can access (videos, stories, online
games,

pictures,

maps,

etc.)

and

because of the many possibilities they
offer to communicate and share with
the children´s families. Motivation rises
as children can continue watching their
favourite

videos

or

singing

their

preferred songs at home with their
parents. In a way, a whole community
of learning is built and everybody
engages in it.
Days in kinder can be very tiring…
exhausting at times. Children need you
more as a role model than as a
“teacher of English”. However, there is
still a lot that can be done for children to
“have a go” in English production.
Teachers can promote language active
use and learning through routines,
games and stories carefully selected for
the age.

Thank you, Agustina!
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Values in the
English class:
A Possible Mission
Prof. Florencia Insua

L

ast week my son and I took a taxi to go to kindergarten because it was raining
heavily. When we were getting out of the car, he said to the taxi driver “Bye, sir.
Have a nice day at work”. I was both proud and surprised that my three-year old

boy would show such an example of respect and kindness. Actually, he imitated the
phrase he had heard me say so many times before. But from then on, I began to reflect
on how children learn not only from what they are taught but especially from the
situations they experience.

As teachers we teach values all the

decade.

time, through the way we behave in

implemented

class with our students and the way we

Programmes in order to improve the

interact with other teachers and other

way students interact with one another.

people at school. However, it has

Some of these schools have introduced

become widespread in many schools

this Framework to deal with bullying

both in our country and overseas to

and behaviour issues, but other schools

start teaching values in a more explicit

just felt the need to provide students

way as part of the school curriculum.

with a space to reflect on their actions

Australia, England, India, Thailand and

and thoughts based on the argument

the U.S are just some of the countries

that children who explore their values

in

become happier adults and better

which

Frameworks

Values

Education

have grown in the last

Many

schools

Values

have

Education

citizens.
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A Values Education Framework can

values and will be able to assign a

deal with any values that teachers and

personal meaning to the tasks.

students feel will be more beneficial to
their

context

and

interests.

Nevertheless, many of the schools
which have introduced values in their
lessons have agreed that there should
be some core values that schools,

The following are some of the task
types

that

Frameworks

Values
suggest

Education
in

order

to

introduce the teaching of values in an
organized coherent Programme:

teachers and students will benefit from.
The Sacred & Secular Education in
Human Values, which offers courses for
teachers to start with Values Education

Silent Sitting

Frameworks, suggests a programme
based on

five core values: Right

Conduct, Peace, Truth, Love and Nonviolence. All these values are interrelated and the Programme logo is a
tree of life bearing five fruits, each of
them

representing

a

value.

Other

values which are also frequent in
Values
Respect,

Education

Programmes

Tolerance,

are

Compassion,

Solidarity and Good manners. Schools
and teachers base their choices on

Silent Sitting consists in relaxation
exercises carried out at the beginning
of the lesson for about one or two
minutes usually with eyes closed. The
aim of this type of task is for students to
start the lesson in a calm and quiet
atmosphere. This activity enhances
students’

concentration,

reduces

students’ stress and helps relax their
mind.
Activities for Silent Sitting moments:

specific concerns according to the need
of their school community.
But once we have agreed on the values



Simple breathing exercises



Guided visualization exercises



Listening to sounds of nature

we will work on in class, we need to
decide on how to deal with those

Students can carry out simple tasks to

values. We have to design activities

report on these activities which may

which students will find challenging and

include writing down in a journal how

appealing. All the tasks need to have

they felt throughout the activity, writing

the intention to promote self-knowledge

one or two words about the experience

and reflection. Only through these two

or just an oral report of the whole class.

pillars will students explore their own
ideas and feelings on the selected
Page | 16

Short stories

at developing a specific value and

Literature has always been a great

singing is regarded as a powerful tool

resource for teachers because of the

for enhancing the value explored in

simple reason is that everybody enjoys

class.

being told stories. Storytelling is a

Examples: “Happy” by Pharrell Williams

useful way to teach children about

(2014) to work

themselves and about their relationship

Happiness.

foster discussion and reflection. Group

on

the Value of

with the world around them. However,
our choice of a suitable story could also

“Stand by me” by Ben E. King (1961) to

become a perfect opportunity to discuss

work on Friendship

values.

Stories

usually

provide

a

parallelism to life situations and how to

“Jealous Guy” by John Lennon (1971)
to work on Jealousy.

deal with them. Lots of material from
the web can be adapted to our

“I need a hero” by Bonnie Tyler (1984)

students’ level to work with short stories

to work on Right Conduct.

from a different angle, with a strong
focus on values and reflection.

“Man gave names to all animals” by
Bob Dylan (1979) to work on Tolerance.

http://freestoriesforkids.com/audiostorie
s/ provides stories both in printed and

“Imagine” by John Lennon (1971) to
work on Peace.

audio versions classified according to
different values.
http://www.sathyasaiehv.org.uk/

Working with videos

provides lesson plans which include
stories

and

activities

classified

according to value and students’ age.

Material on the web may be used to
engage students in discussion and
open a debate on daily situations we all
experience.

The

website

www.values.com offers a wide variety

Working with songs

of short videos (less than two minutes
long) classified according to the value

The use of songs in the framework of

they focus on presented in the context

Values Education consists in choosing

of everyday situations. Suitable tasks

songs on the grounds of topic rather

would offer students the possibility to

than language. The topics should aim
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analyse the situation and express their

chosen the best possibility for that

opinion.

situation.

Final remarks

Games

It is challenging to work with Values in
Games used in the context of Values

class and it is rewarding to see how

Education are crucial to make students

students begin to find a different

learn in a fun and indirect way. The

meaning to their actions and improve

main challenge for teachers consists in

their relationships with teachers and

thinking of games which have an

classmates. It is a field that has not

educational aim.

been fully explored yet and many
schools are just beginning to observe
the results of their first generations of

Circle Time

graduate students who have undergone

Students sit in a circle. Each student is
given a picture with a value that is
represented by an image. Students
discover which value his/her picture is
portraying

supporting

their

answer

based on a brief description/ analysis of

a

Values

Education

However, I strongly believe that our role
as teachers goes beyond our task of
teaching a foreign language and that
educational and spiritual aims will prove
to be among the

main important
st

the picture they have.

Framework.

concerns of the 21

century school.

After all, our students need to learn that
our actions define who we are and the
Choices

society we live in. In order to become
architects of their own future, our

Students play a board game with

learners will definitely need strong

questions that imply a dilemma or

values to hold on to; values that will

choice which students have to solve.

help them to go through the wonderful

Each card contains a question with

pilgrimage we call life!

three different courses of action the
students have to choose from. Once
they have made a decision on what is
the best choice, the rest of the team
evaluates whether the students have
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How to Make the Most of
Listening and Reading
Comprehension Tasks
Nicolás Filipini
Nicolás is an advanced student at Teacher Training College
I.E.S. Lenguas Vivas “Juan Ramón Fernández”. He has taught
teenagers and adults for several years. He is interested in
Phonetics and he is an advocate of Task-based Learning.

H

ave your students ever complained about reading long and boring texts or
listening to incomprehensible audios? Many learners find reading and
listening tasks tedious and frustrating since they can understand neither the

content nor the purpose of these activities. The aim of this article will be to explore a
different way to approach these types of tasks to utilize the students’ interests to
improve their comprehension. In order to achieve this goal, we will answer four
questions that will pave the way to understanding the different factors involved in
planning a reading or listening comprehension task.

Is the task part of a
sequence?
One of the reasons why these tasks do
not

succeed

is

that

they

are

decontextualized. More often than not,
coursebooks present texts and audios

that are unrelated to the main topic of
the unit. Moreover, teachers sometimes
use them as time-fillers, homework, or
they skip them altogether. Tasks must
be part of a sequence of interconnected
activities centered on a topic, that is to
say, they must be related to the
activities that come before and after
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them. One possible way to achieve this

lead to frustration. Therefore, we must

is by organizing the class in three parts:

analyze the task in terms of how
challenging it is for learners so students

Pre-reading/listening: in this section,

feel they can do the activity.

the teacher’s main objective is to
activate

background

knowledge

associated with the topic of the lesson
or

to

teach

new vocabulary

that

students may need to accomplish the

Is the task relevant and
appealing to the
students?

main task.
While reading/listening: in this part,
the teacher assigns students an activity
to do while reading or listening. In this
way, learners will be using the text with

This is a question most teachers seem
not to bear in mind when planning their
classes and this may be due to the fact
that several of them organize their

an actual purpose.

lessons around what they find relevant
Post-reading/listening: in this

last

section, the teacher may choose to
work on speaking or writing tasks, or
focus on a grammatical aspect of the
language present in the audio or text.

and

appealing.

This

teacher-

centeredness has been giving way to a
learner-centered

perception

of

education in which the students are
encouraged to have an active role by
suggesting possible topics to deal with

Is the task suitable for
the command of
English the students
have?
Another problem that may arise is that
the activity that teachers want their
students to do is not suitable for their

in class connected to their interests.
Thus, students are more likely to
engage in the task and feel involved in
the learning process.

What do I want my
students to do this task
for?

command of the target language. We
have to evaluate whether the task
matches the learners’ knowledge, that
is to say, tasks should be neither easy,
because students will get bored and
disperse, nor too difficult since this may

This is a key question teachers should
take into account when planning a
class. Let us suppose we consider the
first three questions in this article when
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we are palnning our lesson. We check

Taking all the steps into consideration,

that the text or audio is related to the

teachers are prepared to plunge into

rest of the unit and that it is part of a

the adventure of planning reading and

chain of sequenced tasks. Then, we

listening activities and to make the most

make sure the topic is interesting and

of

relevant for our learners. After that, we

atmosphere will be created to motivate

verify the activity suits the students’

students to work more enthusiastically

level of English, i.e. challenging enough

since

without it being too difficult nor too

interesting material, suitable for their

easy. We check all the previous steps.

level of English and, what is most

However, one may wonder, “What are

important, there will be an outcome

we doing this task for?” This question is

when they have accomplished the task.

both. As

they

a

will

result, a different

be

working

with

very important as it provides a purpose
for students to do the task, that is,
teachers must give students a task that

Thank you, Nicolás!

resembles real life in some way with an
interactional and/or tangible outcome.
Just saying True or False to a number
of statements will not do. The students
need to be able to use the information
in the text or audio for a purpose that
extends beyond. A possible solution
would be to ask the students to use that
information in a task to be carried out in
the post-reading/listening stage. For
example, use the information that you
have gathered here to search for further
data on the Internet and then write your
opinion on the topic. Or frame a few
questions to see what your classmates
think about the topic. After all, in
everyday life, we always listen and read
with a purpose in mind. The classroom
should not be different.
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Two Techniques for
Instant Writing
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

W

hat I am about to describe here is the result of the joint work that I have
carried out with Florencia Insua around our concern with helping teachers
to deal with writing in their lessons. We should drop a word of warning.

The teacher that we have had in mind is the AEXALEVI teacher: all the member
teachers and institutions across our country that need to foster the development of
writing in their classes. A rather difficult task, we should acknowledge, especially when
the students will have to sit for an exam at the end of the year in which their writing will
be assessed. And even more difficult when students do not write, do not want to write
throughout the year. How to bring the writing task closer to them in just the few periods
of English they have every week without sacrificing the syllabus? Too much, definitely.
Here is how we have attempted to approach the problem and our word of warning is for
all those teachers that work in a different context, with several periods a day allotted to
English, as we do not know whether these techniques will be what they may need. It is
often the case that what is born for one context may or may not work for another.

Rebels with a cause

English a week, with a long syllabus to

We will start by rebelling against

to write, process writing may rely

process writing. We know this may

heavily on the teacher who is the one

sound rather controversial since many

who edits, revises, plans, suggests

teachers have enjoyed the benefits of

while students look at the page and

process writing throughout the years.

refuse to engage in the third or fourth

When you have just few periods of

draft as they wish for the final version of

develop and students who are reluctant

their compositions to be proclaimed. At
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the Teachers´ Centre, we have heard

have to choose words, one at a time, to

dozens of teachers complaining that

create a hyperlink as if the text

process writing is time-consuming, tires

appeared on the screen. On demand,

the students out (and the teachers!)

the teacher provides the students with

and creates the illusion that during the

sticky pieces of paper (like Post-it

exam the students will have all the time

notes) on which they have to write

they need (and not just the allotted time

something in connection with the word

for the exam) to produce a writing

that they have selected as they imagine

piece. Many teachers use process

that the piece of sticky paper is a

writing in their lessons, but at this time

screen that will open up at the click of

of the year, when examination time is

the hyperlink.

so close and there are still students
who have not started writing, process
writing may fail to provide a solution.
Yes, we have a cause to rebel.

What if students started writing straight
away? With no preparation. With no
pre-writing stage. No brainstorming. No
nothing. That sounds rebellious; it
certainly does. What if, instead of
process, we engaged our students in
an instant experience of writing?
In our example, the student, a sixteenyear old girl, chose “weekend” first and
here is what she wrote on the sticky

Hypert-T

piece of paper: “I was walking on
Sunday morning as usual and I found a

The first technique that we thought of
was inspired in the reality of our
students as 21st century readers and
writers. The

technique

consists in

providing the students with a mother
sentence like in the following example:
“Last weekend I had the most fantastic
experience in my life.” The students

golden
grabbed

necklace
it

and

on

the

took

street.
it

to

I

my

grandmother´s because it was familiar
to me somehow. When I arrived and
showed it to her, she looked at me in
astonishment.” Next she selected “life”
and requested a second piece of sticky
paper on which she wrote: “I´ve always
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lived with my grandmother and I never

of paper and discover that they can

knew anything about my parents. My

come up with a writing piece quite

grandmother didn´t know where they

instantly.

had gone, so she couldn´t help me. But
she did a good job raising me anyway.”

Crossing the river

Her last choice was “experience”: “My
grandmother

started

crying,

she

wouldn´t calm down. Once I managed
to calm her down, she told me that
necklace was my mum´s. We couldn´t
believe it. I have never met my mum,
but I am glad I have something to
remember her.”
Let us note that sticky pieces of paper
are

provided

to

the

students

on

demand, not all of them at one go. The

“Cross the river. Jump on the stepping

words can be chosen from the mother

stones and write a sentence about each

sentence and this will imply that later,

one. You can jump on any stone more

once all the ideas have been written

than once but you must jump at least

separately, the pieces of sticky paper

once on all five different stones where/

may

and

who/ when/what/why.” These are the

reorganized to make a coherent piece,

instructions for this technique. The

with perhaps some editing. The sticky

students have to cross a river by

paper guarantees that the students will

jumping on stones. Each stone has a

not have to rewrite the paragraphs,

word printed on it:

something that they generally dislike.

when/what/why.

Words may also be selected in a

choose on which stones to step, but

different way: the first one from the

they must jump at least once on the five

mother sentence and the rest of the

different stones.

words from each of the sticky pieces of

have to write a sentence. The result of

paper.

the

the activity will be a short paragraph,

certain

which will probably need some editing

development that might need little if any

but which has surely encouraged the

reorganization. In practice, we have

students to write without noticing as

confirmed

they were engaged in crossing the river

need

This

composition

to

be

will
will

that

reshuffled

ensure
follow

that
a

students

grow

enthusiastic as they request the pieces

The

where/ who/
students

may

As they jump, they

rather than in writing the paragraph.
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As the students write a sentence to
answer the question word, they go up
the ladder until they get to the top of the
tower and rescue the princess. This
game may be a competition among
groups. The words / who/ when/ where/
what/why may be printed on pieces of
paper and stuck on the steps of the
ladder

as

the

students

progress

towards the top.

Instant writing
We

have

described

here

two

techniques that may help to develop the
idea of instant writing in our lessons,
especially for those students who are
It will be fun to play this activity as a

reluctant to write. The learners begin to

game outside the classroom, with the

write with no preparation in a more

students writing in groups as they jump

instant way because our goal is that

in and out of colourful rings among the

they should do some writing. If they see

cardboard fish and piranhas.

that writing is not so tiring and that it

In order to guide the students in their
production of a text that may need no
further organization, we may wish to
carry out an alternative to this game:
Save the princess.

does not take so much time, they may
begin to write more systematically. We
encourage you to try out these ideas
and to think of other ways in which this
immediacy may be achieved. Process
writing may not work for everybody or
at all times. We need to think of
alternative ways in which to bring the
students closer to the experience of
writing. Doing it instantly may be one
way. Just get a piece of paper and
begin to write.
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